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 DECISION TO
Iron Curtain
Countries
Show Gain
NEW YORK M — Iron Age
revealed today that Iron Curtain
countries in 1954 registered "im-
spressive" gains in steel productioe
While the free world's output des
dined
The authoritative trade journal
estimated the Soviet bloc gravel
the free world's historic moduction
advantage from four to one to
three to one in 1964
"Spearheaded by Russia," iron
Age said steel production in ths
Communist world rose 1 7 per cenr
to 62.825.000 net tons in 1954 from
58.337.000 tens the year refine
Output throughout the free warli
reflecting sharp declines in the
United States and Canasta, fell an
per cent to 182.383.000 tans from
200.360.000 in 1933 — rne recore
year
Despite the fact VS production
was off 208 per rent and Russian
output was up 74 per cent in laall
the metalworking weekly added,
the United States still produced
twice as much steel as the Rus-
sians
America's steel mills, the produc-
tion marvel of the world in Worti
War II, turned out only a3,300.00a
tong of steel tam year The RU4
flans prodosed 44.ea0,4go
Rinaks Dosninated Production
-Russia dominated steel produc-
taon behind the iron Curtain far
more than the U S did free
world output.- the magazine said
-The Russians poured 71 5 per
cent of steel made by the Comma'
oust bloc while lh U S producsa
only 49 4 per cent of free w rh
steel"
Iron Age said of the 27 nations
Included in its aneual survey of
world steel production, only the
United States and tanada experi-
enced I raiser production.
If It had not been for a stron;
recovery in steel prodaction in
Western European countries, it
added, the free world "would have
compared much less favorably with
the Iron Curtain ceuntries in 1954
steel output.
Domestic Scene
Comment.ng or the domestle
scene. Iron Age said mills this
week are scheduled to operate it
77.5 per cent with, the ingot rate
expected to rise to tio per Cent
after the New Year's holiday.
"Steel output in the fire quarter
of 1955 is expected to exceed any
quarter of 1954," it said. adding
"much of the business is already
in the bag .'
Production schedules in the
Pittsburgh district moved up this
week following a Chr.strnas de-
cline.- despite the New Year boa-
day, Iron Age said.
Operations In the disk:let are
scheduled at 74 per cent of ca-
pacity compared w.th 70 per cent
last week.
Youngstown operations will de-
cline slightly fern 99 to 68 per
cent, but in the Wheeling distract
production will jury) 18 points to
the R3 per rent rmie k
WEATHER
REPORT
IMINN
Viillikusid Live
Kentucky i.n tr fternoon,
cloudy and turning colder tonight
with rain changing to snow in
east and north pinion Thursday
partly cloudy and rather cold
Low tonight 24 to 30.
TEMPERATURES
High Today
LAM Last Night 41,•
240 Will Die
On Weekend
CHICAGO it? —The National
Safety Council estimated today
that 240 persons will be killed in
traffic accidents during the New
Year's holiday this week end.
The council's estimate. based on
past performance, covers the 54. 
hourperiod from 6 p.m. Friday to
midnight Sunday.
It covers immediate traffic
deaths only. and does not include
injured who die after the holiday
period. .
Ned H. Dearborn, council pres-
ident, urged motorists to drive
safely and avoid a repetition of
the Christmas holiday record in
which 380 persons were killed.
Army Training Is
rough Even Though
Slo War Going On
--
WASHINGTON! —Even
though there k no war, Army men
are being subjected to tougher
training than ever before.
The rigorous trnirung schedule
established during the Korean war
Pins been toughened ter place more
emphasis on physical training.
rifle markmanship and night fight-
ing the Army said today
The abaence of a shooting war
has resulted in only one .1'04101 4-
,n to hareawarking Aamy
trainees Their weekly training
schedule has been cut from 48 to
44 hours But this still la a heavier
orisealedr -thrun -40s1tour week
which prevailed in the Interlude
between World War IT and the
Korean conflict
Draftees often object to the
Army's rigorous training progra-n
while peace prevails The min-
plaints sometimes are relayed
through congressmen and parents.
But the Army operates on the
principle that if another war
should come, the well-trained
soldier has the best chance of
survival. For this reason. Brig.
Can, Louis V. Hightower said,
training hasn't been relaxed "by
any degree- since the Korean
truce but has been 'intensified.-
_ 
Shephard Jury Was
Hung Until Last
CLEVELAND. nhio la —The
jury that found Dr Samuel Shep-
pard guilty of murdering his preg-
nant wife was deadluocked until
the fifth and final day of delibera-
tions, three jurors revealed today.
In a statement in the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, three of the seven
male members of the jury said it
was not until 11 a m of the fifth
day that the Jury agreed inani-
mously that Dr Sam was guilty of
sorne crime in the death of his
wife. Marilyn.
Five hours and 15 minutes later
all were agreed Sheppard was
guilty ef murder in the second de-
gree. the newspaper said •
At one time the jury was split-
six for acquittal and six for a
guilty verdict.
Dr Sheppard was tried for first
degree murder in the July Fourth
bludgeon slaying and found guilty
of murder in the second degree
by the jury Dec. 21 He received
the madatory life sentence and
now is being held in the county
jail pending an appeal for a new
trial.
Dulles Is Voted
Man Of The Year
NEW YORK —Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles, who hes
'traveled 101.521 miles on diplomat-
ic miSSIO/IS in 1954, has been
named "Man of the Year" by the
editor.' of Time magazine
Dulles. the 28th person to be so
honored by the magasine, was
chosen as the "Man of 1954" be-
eallSe "in the, decisive areas of
International polities, he phis ed
the year's most effective role."
In his travels. Time said, Dulles
"made mistakes. and he suffered
heavy losses"
"Brit he WWI nimble in disen-
tangling himself from his errors,"
it said. "The heaviest losses of
1954 was prepared by serious mis-
takes made years ago; Dulles
limited the damage."
op 
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Death Is Passenger In Automobile Monday Night
;fee.
's
\ tiavaaa "
Death rode in this car Monday night as it entered
the town of Hazel at a high rate of speed. Eddie
Smith, age 20, of Pasadena, California was killed and
Robert Moore, age 23, of Cincinnati, Ohio was injured.
The automobile was a total lose as evidenced above.
Winter Rages
Across Nation
By UNITED PRESS
Winter raged across the nation
today, stranding hundreds of Texas
and Oktahoma motorists in snow-
banks and sparking a 3.000 acre
fort fire in California
The wintry blast, the worst this
season, struck from one snd of ti"•
nation to the other
A tornado injured six persons In
Mississippi. the mercury went to
36 below in Colorado, 12 inches or
new snow fell on Maine and ice-
slicked roads pushed Iowa into its
worst year of traffic fatalities
The weather was the ealdest for
the date at Los Angeles but, iron-
ically, the mercury cracked a Dec
28 record for warmth at New
York.
In west Texas E.nd Oklahoma,
blanketed with from four to srx
Inches of snow, state police sakl
they could riot estimate how many
hundreds of motorists were strand-
ed on the highways.
In Southern California gale force
winds which had fanned a forest
fire over 3.000 acres of brush ani
timber in the San Bernardino
Mountains were dying, but the
blaze was still rut of control.
Nearly 800 firefighters matched
their endurance againts the fire
and a U. S. forestry spokesmon
said its "main spread" had been
halted.
Meanwhile In the Southeast a
gigantic storm system was crash-
ing headon into another storm
center located over Mississippi.
The conflict stirred up a tornado
at Laurel, Miss. at Pinola, Mc;.
Col. Cy Wilson, whose Air Force
jet wing made an historic non-atoo
flight to England last
killed when his plane
a rainstorm.
The vicious weather
hard at the mountain
Midwest, and parts of
land.
Low temperatures included aft
below at Fraser, Cato., Presider!'
Eisenhower's favorite summer fish-
ing spot. and Dec 28 record low
of 31 above in Los Angeles.
4,./11". W14
crashed in
also Arndt
states. the
New Erie-
MADE TODAY
By 4,0ne
The car overturned when it failed to make a curve
and skidded 449 ,feet and struck a large tree. The
tree was uprooted by the crash.
The automobile is a 1951 Ford Victoria.
etripecavosomew-,-----Numw -maw 'ea -"alleluia/11W
Merrymakers Will Have To
Have Loaded Wallets Friday
l'NFTTD 'PRESS
Merrymakers will have to make
their reservations now and come
with loaded wallets if they want to
cavort at the nation's savankler
night spots on Nev.- Year's Eve
The average check for a holiday
meal and the traditional paper hats
and noise makers will come to be-
tween $15 and $25 per person in
top hotels and night clubs across
tat country. a spot cheek showed
today
However, these figures will pro-
bably be just the startine point fore
most revellers Drinks will be extra
in most night spots and the prier
for a bottle of scotch whiskey
ranged as high as $30 at Miami
Beach, Fla.
Some night clubs wrest already
sold out and capacity crowds wer•
expected in the swankier spots
elsewhere Minneapolis expected
the biggest New Year's Eve busi-
ness in history, while crowds ri-
valling last year's were predicted
in other cities.
Usual Demonstrations
The usual midnight lemonstre-
tions .will jam New York's Times
Square and Houston's Main Street
Football fans attending the Orang,
and Cotton Bowl games were ex-
pected to swell the throngs of
demonstrators at Miami and Dal-
las.
The top set price for an evening
fun making was reported by Hol-
lywood's Ambassador Cocoanut
Grove. where a ringside table
costs $35 a head However, the
bill included drinks, food, favors
and a floor show.
At Philadelphia toe Proadwaol
Hotel said it would serve its Pa-
trons all they could drink of aria
kind of liquor for a flat $15
Some of the stiffest pcces were
listed at Miami Beach, where the
night club owners hoped to help
100.000 persons welcome the new
year.
325 per person in exchange for
eteiik and fillet dinners, favors and
floor shows Drinks were extra.
Sans,. In Top N.Y. Spots
The same prices will prevail at
the more expensive spots in New
York, although the charge for ma-
lying tables came down to $10 aria
$15 in some night clubs
At Chicago': Chex raree nigh*
club the bill was 915 a psrson sideb
drinks ertiar Most of the top ho-
tels asked between $6 and s125n
for a dinner, floor show and danc-
ing.
At New Orleans the Roosevel•
Hotel will charge $22 50 per cele-
bilint and threw in a small bottle
of champaene for each two per -
lions
In San Francisco, where all the
"class" night spots were already
sold out. athe average price was
$15 a customer, At Bimbo's thi•
would buy a squab or steak din-
ner, a cocktail, and a bottle of
champagne for each fowsome.
• s.,
Air Reduction To
Make Huge Addition
PADUCAH a? —The Air Re-
driction Co. willebuild a three mil-
lion dollar additionto its Calvert
City brinhe its total investment
in the booming Calvert City shern-
ical center to 23 million dollars.
The addition will he completed
early in MR and will adjoin the
firm's carbide and acetylene gen.
..eating units it will produce
Vinvaacetate monomer. a chemical
used in the manufacture of plisties
and emrasions.
The vinyl-acetate monomer wIt
he sent to Air Reduction's new
plant at Cleveland
The Lummris Co., New Yrak,
which recently VMS given the con-
The Latin Quarter.and the net" plant
tract to build the six million dol-
lar General Aniline At Film Co.
Fontainebleau Hotel will chareebuild the
at Calvert City,:rasa
Air Reduction
Ike Will
Resubmit
Hike Requests
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White Howse Writer
AUGUSTA. Ga. ST —President
Eisenhower decided to re-stile:nit
his request to Congress for higher
federal pay and higher postal
rates on Jan 11.
The chief executive also on Jan
13 will send a special menage to
the House and Senate asking for
Increased pay for the armed serv-
'ken, phis a number of collateral
benefits
The Jan. 11 message will deal
tprimarily with a Draposed pay in.
crease for federal employees ard
upping the price of a thaw cent
stamo to four cents Air mail, tin-
der the Eisenhower program, will
lump to seven cents an otiace
The postal rate increases were
recommended earlier this year by
the President, but turned down by
Congress. The President also ye-
:toed a corfgressional proposal to
Talc.. postal salries because there
were not compensatory postal rate
hikes
Pres; Secretary James C' Hag-
erty, as the White House waited
somewhat tensely for news of the
European defense vote today try
the French Chamber of Deoutios.
disclosed that Mr Eisenhower on
Jan. II will recommend a new ray
structure for federal employes that
wit) cost the government abate 202
million dollars.
The Jan 13 military pay raise
bill also will include the adminis-
tration's new armed forces reserve
Program ohis a request for a men-
ber of other benefits for sera ice-
men and their families.
The White House would not es-
timate the precise size of the mili-
tary increase. brit Hagerty said the
C i v Sogvice recommenclatioe
would. it adopted, amount to a pay
hike of about 5 per cent for feder-
al workers, ranging from el25 en
the lower Civil Service grades to
will a maximum of $800 a year for
addition, the top brackets.
French Deputies Convene In
Atmosphere Of Crisis, Gloom
By WILBUR G LANDREV
United Press Staff Correspondent
PARIS l? — French deputies
convened in an atmcephere :if
crisis and gloom today to decide
once and for .all before :he day is
out whether to agree to rearm
Germany. France's anciera enemy.
The momentous final debate be-
gan shortly after 4 pare 10 a.rn
EST and was to continue until the
deputies had ballotted on two
votes of confidence posed by Pre-
mier Pierre Mendes France who
had staked on them not only the
life of his government but the
fate of the whole Western alliance
as well.
The votes were on these two
subjects:
1. To reverse the stunning rejec-
tion of German admissan to the
Western European Union The ae-
sembly voted the rejection 28n-
25i1 on Christmas Eve and Plunged
the West and the assembly itselr
into frustrated gloom.
2. To pass for the secand time
the whole ratiraation bill includ-
ing the entry of Germany Int,
NATO. German membership in
NAT() was approved in an all-
night session early .Tuesday by 3
vote of 289-251.
Mendes-France To Win
The prediction was th.e Mendes-
France would win on both, but by
such a narrow margin that France
would be marked iis an unwilling
partner iri alliance' #e accept-
ed only becr.use she feeed the
alternatives more. -
The deputies were under strong
pressure, both from within and
without.
They were under the whiplash
of Mendes-Franee who had warn-
ed them bluntly that the Uniteei
States and Britain would rearm
Germany with or without French
and that to refuse to accept Weld
European Union would be to
wreck the Western allianee and
plunge France into imitation.
Arrayed against him were the
Communists who were gleeful rt
early rejection of German rearma-
ment . the non-Cammanists
were more fearful of Germany
than of Russia and others who dis-
liked Mendes-France for his rough-
shod tactics in the assembly.
Informed sources said the pre-
dominantly Catholic Italian party
intervened directly with its sister
party in France. the Popular Re-
publicans MRP. whose 85 votes
could decide whether West Ger-
many will be rearmed withal a
Western alliance.
The spurges Reid the ruling
Italian party sent party leader
Amintore Fanfani here tram Rome
to press its case with the Popular
Republicans who have been torn
and undecided through the series
of French parliamentary !rata
The swing of only several MRP
deputies, led by former Premier
land Foreign Minister Robert Seam-
man. helped puch through apprneal
of German entry into NATO on
Monday The margin was by only
38 votes. and 50 MRP densities
voted no
Showdown Vote
Most of the Popular Republicans
voted against German entry into
the Western European Union
Christmas Eve in what turned out
to be a stunning rejection of Ger-
man rearmament. The showdrarm
vote today is on whether tips as-
sembly will reverse that seam'.
Vatican City sources dereet
meanwhile the Vatican .had inter-
vened in the French political
struggle, but the sources said mem-
bers of the French clergy were
perfectly free, to appeal to the
MRP deuties not to vote on the
side of the Communists.
In Moscow today tee official
newspapers Pravda and Izvestia
said Americar and British press, 
on the National Assemhly meant
passage of the arms bills. How-
ever both Washington aed London
have remained silent. •
In the corridors of the Natianal
Assembly there was speculatian
some deputies might *stain re
voting for actual German rearma-
ment under the WEU even though
they had voted In. favor of Geratan
entry into NATO.
Supporters of the Premier were
cautiously optimistic that he W"Jiii
win and that the assembly weuld
reverse its Christmas Eee vote
against German rearmament. it
vote that brougte disinsy to the
West and joy to MOW, ,W
Stakes Enormous
The stakes were so enormous
the whole world waited with deep-
est anxiety. If either tote goer,
against Mendes France his govern-
ment will fall and the entire West-
ern European defense system will
come crushing down.
It will not mean that West Ger-
many will not be rearmed—the
United States and Britain have
said they would reerna Bann any-
way. But France will be alone and
the entire North Atlanta- trenv
Organization will be in .danger.
The votes of confidenee were
on these two subjects:
1. T.) reverse the stunning re-
jection of German adir -ssion ha
the Western European Union. The
assembly voted against this 2110
to 259 Christmas RVe.
2. To pass for the second Line
the whale ratifroatain bill includ-
ing' the entry .4 Germany info
NATO. Germaa membership it
NATO was approved an all. •
night session early Tuesday by
vote of 289 to 231.
Slim Margin
That vote was by a slim margin
of 38 votes in the haree of 627
members, not enough to give
Mende.> France the full backing her
has sought.
The first vat., also in' .111(14.4'
amendment to set up a French
parliamentary commission to kaeo
a running watch on how the Paris
parts are applied. But the big de-
cision by the reluctant aesetribly
was on WEU and German rearma-
ment.
The second item included a
claue that Germany must approve
the Franco-German agreement on
the Saar along with the other
Paris pacts before ratification be-
comes effective.
If the National Assembly ratifies;
the treaties, they will go to the
upper house, the Council of the
Republic, for approval in Eel-Jitt-
ery Mendes-Frence anti Spates far
less trouble there.
Hope Held For
Prisoners Release
WASHINGTON ala —U. S. offi-
cials 
-expressed renewed hope to-
day that Russia will release three
Americans held in Soviet prison
camps for years.
News that the Americans are
still alive was brought or of
Russia by a group of AestrInn
prisoners who were freed. Offici-
als planned to use statements by
the Austrians in pressing demands
that the Americans trio he re-
leased.
Russia so far has never admitted
holding the Americans, identified
as William T Marchirk. Bracken-
ridge, Pa; William A Verdine,
Starks. La, and John Relic-loth
Noble, ;Detroit.
Marchtik. an Army private, was
reported AWOL in Berlin iii. 1919.
and Verdine. also a private. AWOL
in Europe the same year. Noble
was arrested with his father In
Dresden, Germany, ,in 1945. His
father was released isrlier arid'
returned to the United States.
The returning Austrian prisonerca
said the three Americana are naw
in a prison camp southeast of Moe-
cow and in excellent health Thew
had been moved to the eamn laet
summer from a coal mining area
of northern Russia.
Officials said the United States
will try to obtain as much detailed
information as possible Moore the
trip from the Austrians. Once the
data iv compiled it will lie for--
warded:. to Charles it. Boblen.
American ambassador in Moscow,
for his use
Authorities said he is certain to
confront the Soviet Foreien Ohm.
with the information They s'iid
'this should prove the bigp-tot
break yet in Bohlen's effort.
Some observers saw an encour-
aging sign m the fact that the
three had been moved from north-
ern Russia to a camp near Mos-
cow To the past, such a transfer
has preceded release of prisoners.
'
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WHAT'S RIGHT WITH THE WORLD?
The usual week-end news "balance sheet" issued by
United Press consists of a half
-dozen pieces of domestic
and world news which indicate prospects for the future
are bright, and an equal number of pieces of "bad news"
which indicate there may be trouble ahead.
The report filed last Friday carried "good news"
only. all explanation accompanying it saying it was so
overwhelming in nature that the mention of "bad news"
on Christmas was not-necessary.
The biggest week-end news was. of .course, the 1.954th
anniversary of the Birth of the Savior of Mankind, then
the mention of the fact that "peace. on earth good will
to men" was an accomplished fact so far as organized
violence is concerned.
For instance: for thr first time since 1935 there was
Hot a shot bein fired in any war, or border clash, in
the world. And pr the first time in a still longer period
there wasn't icket line in existence in the United
States.
The report said nothing about the weather, but if
there ever was a day when it *seemed God was smiling
on this old sinfu4 world it was Christmas, 1934, and the
Sabbath Day that followed..
There were too many accidents over the week-end
holiday, too many automobile wrecks, and too much in-
temperance, both as regards eating and driliking. But
undoubtedly the greatest "hang-over" in history this
morning was n?..lay " • •
tiehearts-int r- OweJ 'vITh gi-atitude, hap-
_pines:, and. love.
Most large families .experienced trying ordeals in the
weeks and days that led up to Chri4mms. Many had ill-
ness and death separated loved ones. Some were thinking
of the terrible battles of World War Two that were rag-
ing Christmas week of 1944 that brought injury and
death to so many of our loved ones.
But in the rush of Christmas preparations beginning
last Monday most of us knew that. Christmas 1914 was
going to be something unusual. And none of us was dis-
arpointed.
To Nay there was no suffering, no grief and no trouble
thi- Christmas would be stating an untruth. There will
aisea.lie tragediee and poverty. But there is no QUeit-
thin but 'is hat it greater effort was made this year to
relieve them.
The lute Peter Marshall. Washington minister, said
it Wlo• imposible to tommereialize Christmas unless a
person did it himself. He wejoiced in the annual shopping
spree. He thought it carried out the real spirit of Christ-
mas. Undoubtedly he would be pleased over business
reports. corning in over the wires today indicating the
1914 Christmas shopping season was the best in history,
despite apprehensions of a few weeks ago.
As the year draws to,a close we are also told farmers
enjoyed the fifth most prosperous year in history, des-
pite drouth. flood and late spring frost. This isn't a ban-
ner year, but farmers have had something like 180
crops worse than the one this year, and only four that
were better.
We could continue to elaborate on year-end news but
it will be amply covered in our news columns, both
regards national and world happenings, and purely o
the local city and county level.
As we read these reports why not try to lay our Ow
for, the future with the hope that peace and prosperitj
%1 ill be our lor."•What's right with the world" justified
United Press to eliminate the Christmas week "bad
news." We can eliminate it leskry week if each of us
will do his part.,
_
Reid Today's Classifieds
°TICE
While our shop is closed for inventory, our
sales .department will be- open and we will
have our Mr. Charles Cochran located on our
used car lot, on North 7th Street directly be-
hind Kroger's.
• Remember Our Clearance Sale Is Still Going On
\Iurrav Motors Inc.
•
605 West Main Murray, Ky.
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Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press
NEW YORK — The old gent
with the beard is hobbling the
few yards in the relay race of
the century today and before the
champing cherub takes over the
baton there are a few th:ngs Fear-
less Fraley would like to suggest
be does in his canter around the
calendar
Sports on the whole can thank
the abdicating graybea•cl for a
tine performance. Yet, as far a.
old Fearless is concerred, there
still is quite a lot of room for
improvement.
Nobody made me omniscient
but here's some of the things I'd
like to see through my o:tscloudeci
periscope.
Boxing
A real all-out cleanup to ge: rid
of the gangsters and racket guys
who make mitt mationettes out a'
rs per cern of the fighters in ac-
tion A federal investigation surely
seems in order
A universal or at least a na-
te+nal. scoring system In view of
the fact that because of television
most fight shows no %.• confuse fan•
from coast to coast
College Basketball
A fervent hops. that the gume
acionts a possession time limit,
such as pro basketball's 94
-second
ic,so that the deadening habit
of stalling and freezing is elim-
.eateci.
Baneball
That it devises some method to
speed up the games because the
athletes look terrible with those
double-header beards
-Golf
A prayer that it speed up the
LIVESTOCK
Si LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK-
YARDS, SP —Livestock
Cattle 5 700 Calves 7110 Stens
numbering about 40 loads making
up a liberal par. of the cattle of-
ferings Heifers and mixed year-
line in moderate numbers arid
cow* eontimareg in modest volume
at about 18 per cent RelaUvely
little done on steers Demand mod-
estly active however A few good
and choice V to 26 netters and
rr.isect yeerlinc• opening about
steady Cows Active strong to 50
cents nigher Utility and commer-
cial 10 50 to 13. canners and cutters
to 1080. few light canners below
S. bulls 50 cents higher Utility
and commercial 17 to 14. canners
end cutters 9 to 11.80. vesiers in
r 12 gm., '11 
supply
and Si 
choicehigher
Pmm".
Commercial arid low goad 16 to
22
Sheep 2,000 Supplies include
about 8 decks clipped lambs But-
anes truest nooled lambs Fes*:
slaughter cues trading not ?stab.
lished
Hog' &-0`0 Aietive R ei‘ht. 210
Sports Writer
 --mirwimaximmaiwat'
game. one method of which would
be ti ban examination of the grate
roots before putting.
Halt preferential treatment of a
few stars, who thus always get
the finest playing times and gal-
lery protection Draw all the start-
ing times out of a hat and thu.
give the young guys a treak. too
because they'll be the stars of the
future
Start a national tournament fe•
club pros. limited to those wh:
don't compete in more than three
events a year
College Football
Organization of an eastern Con-
ference, in addition to the mean'
nothing Ivy League which woufrt
put a little life in a nearly dead
horse.
Tennis
Quit treating the customers like
pariahs My corpuscles fry when
I hear sonic overbeartng official
achnonish the gallery. as If the
specters!, were servants looking
over the back fence.
.o.nowe 'Spurts
Less apologizing, for athletic es:-
eellence. and les, mud slinging all
around
Sisals hi (Mineral
Shorten up those seasons. Enough
Is enough
Bob Williams To
Return To Bears
CHICAGO 
— Quarterback
Bob 'Williams who made the
"All Navy'. team for the past
two seasons, will return to the
Chicago Beers for the 1955 Nation-
al Leftist canape '•
was announced today
Simultaneously the club will lose
rookie signai caller Sake Bratow-
millOpied the rojuiel
41,118,11irni
this fall, to military service
Williams. formerly of Notre
Dame. was expected to receive his
discharge next month while Bra-
ticinsit: ere- due to enter service
at the same time Will ems ,Ilan
was named "most valuable'. play-
er in the Navy this year with
footbridge Naval Training Station
Other Beers expected to return
from mritary service for the 1111,5
season are end Jack Hoffman an
two resokte beaks. Rick Centres of
Florida and Joe Fortunato of Mut-
sissippi State
lbs down 25 to 50 cents higher
Hess ier weights 50 to 75 cents A
higher SOWS SO CCTV. higher 'Bunt 
•
UTO"•UFE *FM
choice ISO to 210 lbs 18 76 to 1925;
largely 19 up, with 1525 paid most-
ly fi,n uniform 170 to 200 lbs. alse
some abeive 210 lbs, most 210 to
240 lbs 111125 to 19 few dram to
18, 240 to 270 lbs 17 to 1936. 820
,to '325 lbs 16 to 1728. sows 410
lbs down 1.523 to 1575. heavier
snes 13 50 to 15. boars 10.50 to 13.
Dr Winer.. al Don Tiptoe.
former Int•rn• at the ahem.' rds'
liesploal. wild Dr Sam was •
"very deep sleeper Ilist
he Wasal ter ester Dee unlocked
h aat door of hie home tate at
eight and shout for him, to
base him eserrilvse X-res Mina
. 1111,
with Stat._ Fara . !ominous
Wayne W roe
Pe•ples Bank Bldg
Call 221
CAMERON $200.00
A40.5100 to 2473
Wediiing Ring $12.50
Fttreites
JEWELRY STORE
113 is 418 M. Phone 193-.1
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
&quipped With (lay gee
311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
"THI FRIENDLY FFNFRAL •
•-fewar
Gasoline Tax In
State Greater Than
iesky Asseemmidstt
Motorists of Kentucky will pay
an amount in state gasoline taxes
alone this year equal to more than
254 times the total assessed valua-
tion if Calloway County. Thts
forecast was made today by E. T
Winchester, Ashland Oil & Ref
Co., Murray.. chairman of the Cal-
loway County Petroleum Indus-
•
tries Committee. He said that --stot,,-
gas tax revenue will probably
amount to approximately tea mo.
,lion for 1954. an inct ease of
million dollars over 1N53. Every
year since 1943 Kentucky's receipts
from this tax have increased and
thus year promise's to be no excep
non.
"Hriw much is 947 million?" he
asked.
"We can get an Ides ...et-- we
compare It with the total assessed
valuation of all real, personal, are"
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1954
public service property— In Callo-
way County, which amounts to
only 515.113.832." Mr Winchester
continued
"State gasoline tax rates vary
from state to Hate," Mr Winches-
ter added. "Kentucky's 7-cent rate
is not exceeded by any other state
in the country. On the other hand,
41 Hates have a lower rate thin
we do Several have rates of only
8c and 4c per gallon, among them
our neighbors, Missouri avid
Indiana.",
TOM ?Hitting( Aft,W . . .
1 
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SKINLESS
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STOCK YOUR
FREEZER AT
THIS LOW PRICE
French Premier
To Get Assist
ST PAUL, Minn t — French
Premier Pierre Mendes•lerance is
going to get an assist from Minne.
sota's dairy princess in his cam-
paign to discourage wine chinking
among hia countrymen.
The Princess, Eleanor Maley,
will fly to Peru Sunday and pre-
sent the non-wine-drinking Pre-
mier with 48 quarts of milk —
one from each of the stales.
LB 29c
SUPER RICHT—FREW
41"Milt 4401:45t Ground Beef 3 LBS
Sliced Sum tZt 31101
%kW
di.JJ_ INERT
ET VISE PINCE
a Is Is LES MSG
SUIPER7SIOINT CESSOLZ OE
EINEEND aver PORT
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Cortland Apples
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OralligeS IPLetsaina
wow*,
as. ir
3 Has. 29c
S 4114
1 115G 39c
Dill Pickles
Appollik , we ir.1, . , • lEARAS.0 • .Is 1. '.3
CALIFORNIA PASCAL
Celery 11:4"4:15fE
ines
Tomotees
STALK
S NO I 10
INEZ A
117LX LB. 25 )
$599
$219
55‘
5(4
211e
si404.11. 59C
PLASTIC
TUBE 25'
Celo Carrots 2 cello bags 29c
Yellow Onions 3 lb. bag 25c
Rudabagas lb. Sc
EVER READY
KOSHER STYLE ---- ------- JAB
1,ANCY
Apple Sauce 2 ItA°4194
Tomb Mice nu& _ _____ 2
Wed Dressig
Whilohoneo Ø xrn.
II o'clock *Aim
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  6
111101
CAWS 43'
OT
Ilha 35'
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Bitter Kernel Cora
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Cot Rite Wu Paper 
Gold Seal Glass Wax
GOL1DIESI 2 11.- 0 Z.
WHOLE MIMS
XXIMPIEL
FRESH MUSHROOulti4s=
WITH SLICED IA
110Z
29c
Waxtex Wax Paper
Dial Soap astg I Reg 11"Free 2
Hy Power Tamales 
29'
.°Z- 104CAN
ROLLS 254
tes rr 174
ROLL 116
PT 594
SOT
Ise rr 1914
BOLL
111 PARS 374
tip 354
Dial Soap COMPLEXIONSIZE  2 27'
Pard Dog Food 6
All 24ce 391,0 I, $2491
Detergent aCeg
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Pointe Gips
White Breed
A fr P FANCY
Sauerkraut
OT.
19,
19 OZ OC
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FOR SALE
FOR S!).LE ; SMALL HOUSE
trailer. Fully furnished. Has plenty
built-ins. Price dat a bargain. Carl
I C. Alexander, Dexter, icy. d29p
FOR SALE: r. 1947 PONTIACS,
one 1949 Nash, one 1947
baker, one 1941 Ford, all these
ears are equipped with radio and
1 -
heater with the exception of '41
Ford. Good cheap transportation.
See at Roberts Grocery. iD31C/
' 
CLEARANCE SALF: BOYS JACK-
ets, 1-3 and 1-2 off; Girls coats.
1-3 off; One table jeans, $1.00:
Girls plastic jackets, 1-2 price'
Skirts, 1-3 and 1-2 off; Dresses.
1-3 off; Hats and caps. $100 ar-i
$2.00; Robes, 1-2 price. Love*.
Children Shop. (D31c)
CROSSWOftD
ACROSS
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-Obstructs
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40
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44
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117
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Want.
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2-Infirm
S
-Kind of Illy
4
-Mend with
Cohort
13- Wing
4-1englisb poet
7
-Vapor
3
-Sheepfold
9-51ean
10-Fernals
(c011og.)
11
-Cloth
Measure
19-VelPe out
21
-Part of
flower
22
-Poise-awl
25-Thin0s, In law
:e,-Hirter vetch
24
-Dormouse30
-Angry
31-Dode
32
-Employ
33-(tenuln•
34-Former
President's
nickname
U
-A otomohll•
storage place31
-Man's nanle
41
-Stake amends
42
-Peels
13
-Narrow, flat
hoards
15-Arahlan
seaport
4R
-Army meal
47-Priest's
Vestment
HI
-Americas
eseayist
110-Pree
Shop &
"The Store
119 So. 4th St.
Conn& it
Save Store
With More For Less"
Telepholle 1925
IMMINEMM""""4 " Noe,
SYNOPSIS
While photogi•ptung • hawk 'migra-
tion in the tooLlistit103 Of West Vn -
gime. ace professional ienantask Charles
Giatton, learns that Utile ono is nviast
as eagle a sine Illflattlun of Seriti
was laws. He explores the i•dge
girder, he has seen an eagle In nigh.
and comes upon • doc-ndent riliaro11011
WWW errupted ny one Anson Metcalf
and his sister. Clan.. both expert W-
enner*. As Gratton afrytow hes the ireal•
!tenet., he is greeted by losely voting
Liens who inanagel 10 seen at leo( s
vicious do; gust-diem the piece She
Ignores the Intruders reference to
eagles. diverting him by exhibiting her
pet hawk, 'llutcherteiy.•• • waked
lo,,,king fellow who meekly obeys the
girl's commands Pans aneaka of her
father who long ago haid left this
%out.* end nf her hope of one day
1 awing here to hort him.
CHAPTER TEN
• I SHOT a couple of pictures of
Butcher Boy while he was worry-
ing it on the ground. Dana moved
over and picked him tip, letting
him retain his grasp on the Itire.
"What's that he's eating?" I
asked.
"Meat tied to the Sure."
"Why is that?"
"It teaches flint to kill." she !mid.
Butcher Boy looked as if he en-
joyed his class work.
"I'm beginning to see a usr for
a those white rabbits you have back
there. Am I right?"
She aent on watching the hawk
without answering me.
"If you re ashamed of It, why do
you do it?" I asked.
Her chin came up and her pale
eyes ITEred. "It we furnish targets
for training we re saving other
game, aren't we?" She was breath•
Mg faster.
"Yes. If you've got to have
targets."
"Our hawks take no.more game
than if they Were flying wad," she
said. "You sound like one of those
Conservation Commission people."
"Hawks plural? How many do
you have?"
Her voice dropped hut it seemed
to be an effort. "We've hail differ-
ent ones, Peregrines-" she
stroked Butcher Boy-"aren'tsuit-
ed to this country but Brother
keeps on trying. The goshawk we
had was better but Brother says
they're for peasants. The one we
had %as a manic - depressr e,
Brother said." a
I wondered bow Oilich those two
had had in common but she seemed
talkative so 1 let her talk.
"They re hard to get. Butcher
Boy was an eyas."
-That probably means some-
thing." I said.
"Brother bought him from a
=tan who took lim from the nest."
"You don't eve an eagle?" I
drove it in 
bluft,4 
y.
"People see wild eagles and be-
gauge We have hawks they blame
them on us." She was looking at
me too steadily.
"Blame them?"
"The Conservation men think
every hawk belongs to us. One of
them shot a peregrine tor us."
"I'm not talking about pere-
grines," I said. "I saw an eagle
land near here."
Her eyes didn't inove from mine.
"1 never Whew l eotlid hate any-
thing so much," I said.
"Hawk's balance nature." She
seemed to be reciting.
"I can't get enthusiastic about
nature's balance when I see an
eagle cut a setter puppy into boot
laces—especially when I have to
look at the face of the boy who
worshipped her."
In the distance a bell began to
toll.
"I have to go now," she said.
"That's Crmket calling me."
• • •
A bell pinged twice as I pulled
sip to the tanks of a garage on
the edge of Fairfax Springs. A thin
boy in a cap and dun coveralls
Carrie away trom a knot of people
around a car in the shop and be-
gan to wipe my windshield.
"Fill It. please."
"Yes, sir." As he walked to the
tank he let his eyes slide over the
Jaguar as it it were a girl in
shorts. "Nice job you got."
"It runs."
"See what tiny brought us over
there in the shop?"
It was a dark green Cadillac
convertible with its rear end still
hanging from the tow truck. I
knew it was a dark green Cadillac
because the gold V was still intact
and there were a few places where
the mud didn't cover the linish.
The convertible part I arrived at
because no other kind of top could
have caved in so completely.
"What happened?" I asked.
"State Police found it in the Po-
tomac this morning. Went oft a
back road up there on one of
those high points. They had a
time gettin' it out."
"When's the funeral?"
-They ain't found him yet.
They're still Welkin' in the river.-
"From the condition of that car,
he didn't swim away. HOW much ?"
He gave me my change and
worked a little more on my wind-
srueld.
"Where will I find the game
warden':" I asked,
"Conservation officer? lie's In
the courthouse if he ain't out in
the woods. Did he gut you for
something ?"
I said no anti moved off.
I went to the inn and changed
clothes. After a very nice lunch,
I left the Jag In the driseway and
•
FOR SALE: 25 FT. HOUSE
trailer, completely furnished. $750
1605 Hamilton Ave Phone 1629
J. C. Sensing. (1331P1
Help Wanted
*ANTED: .FOR STENOGRAPHIC
and general office work. Apply by
letter giving experience and quali-
fications. Murray Hosea), Mills
d29e
4VANTED SALESMAN: FUR
Jackson Purchase. Selling 'Tangi-
bles. Must have car. Apply, in per-
eon, 303 ?dam Street, Murray,
Kentucky. (DOOC)
WANT: ELAN WITH CAR FOR
route work. Permanent work Dv
appointment. Must be dependable
Average $10 per week to start
Write Box 32-C. (MP)
Murray Hospital
Monday's complete' record
Census
Patients Admitted
Patients Disipissed
New Citizens
follows:
20
3
2
1
Patients admitted from Wednes-
day noon to Monday 3:00 p. m.
Mrs. Hugh Frank Miller, Lynn
Grove; Mrs. Novie Adams, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. C. B. Gar-
rison, Rt. 1, ,Almo; Mrs. Edgar
Smith and baby boy, Murray;
Mrs. Carl Barrow and baby girl,
Puryeisr, Tenn ; Mrs. Clifford
Hughes and baby boy, 104 E.
Poplar, Murray; ialr. Bill Geurin,
Rt. 6, Murray; Mr. Jack M. Co-,
hoon, RI 6, Murray; Miss Leah
Dell Hopkins, 1011 Olive St.,
Murray; Mrs. Curtis Darnell, lit
6, Benton, Mrs. Winifora Jackson,
Calloway, Ave., Morray; Mrs. Paul
Evans and baby girl, Murray;
Mr. Earl Sensing, 214 No. 13th. St.,
Murray: Mrs. Louis Can- and baby
buy, -Hazel; Mr. Tomm,y Teague,
quo. Box -91„Jlatia, -Tenn.: Mr,.
James Thomas Brannon,
 Rt. 3,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Lloyd Sills,
RI. 6, Murray; Mrs. Brent I,angis-
ttn,1 Box 268, Hazel; Mrs. Robert
iSh 'ood. Eardien; Mrs. 4ames
Wi11ism Roach. .Rt ts. Berton:
11ers, Billy Yaks and baby girl,
1 Benton.
4 •-1
walked tuaard - the center of the
siliage.
1 was looking for thk cfnirthrlilso $
but On one of the ova-lined Wirth t
something ,protructing porn EAtt
'corner of the buildfng stopped Me.
The architecture itself was early
Saratoga Resort, with a high cake.-
Iron verandan across the front, the
floor about level with your eyes.
It was still a hotel but It had
slipped into thiri strictly commer-
cial category. What made me
pause on the sidewalk was one of
those red and white striped cylus•
tiers with a Pall cap and base yot,
used to see outside of barber shops
This one was the elaborate wine
,that revolven inside a glass shell.
It clain•t look as though It had done
any revolving recently.
The barber shop was trt a half
basement reached by steps under
the hotel verandah. 1 went down.
Maybe it was crazy but sometimes
I've had hunches that paid off.
The place looked very large,
without loots, and deserted. There
was an octagonal marble pedestal
with four basins and goose-neck
faucets in the center of the tiled
flour. A mirror covered the left
side of the room above a marble
shelf with the usual bottles
grouped in front of each of six
golden oak barber chairs. There
was a row of oak armchairs under
another mirror on the right wall
with clusters of lyre-shaped coat
hooks above. It all looked like
some pretentious rum after a de-
cline from better days. I decided
everyone haul gone to a fire. As I
turned to leave, a voice reached
for me from somewhere In the
gloom.
-You're next, stria The first
chair by the window." It was the
slowest voles that ever spoke.
Something climbed down out of
a high-backed bootblack chair and
faborlously clteked a 'witch. A
row of morning-glory-shaped lights
bloomed in pairs along both walls
and I saw a little colored man in
a gray linen coat who looked like
the male counterpart of encase
He was holding an unfolded paper
with part of a sandwich In it and
a nalf -full bottle of chocolate milk
that he started to set on the shoe
shine chair he'd been in.
"Finish your lunch," I said, "I'll
look around."
A battery of pigeonhole corn-
partments covered the wall to the
left of him at Use far end of the
shop. I walked over. Nearly all of
them were occupied by elaborate-
ly decorated shaving mugs in
monogrammed and floral designs I
estimated better than sixty, com-
plete with shaving brushes.
(To Or Confirlied)
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PAGE THREE
Have You Read TodaY'sclassifieds
0
CLEARANCE
SALE
Yes folks, we want to clear our lot to
make room for more Trade-Ins on
All New 1955 Fords
If You Don't Take Advantage Of These
Bargains You Are Missing An Opportunity
Why drive that old car through the Christmas Holidays?
See These Bargains Today — —
We Are Bound To Have a Car To Suit You.
We have the lowest finance rate in town and we have the
finance plan that makes your payments for you if you
get sick.
Why Worry? Drive a Better Used Car
TODAY!
MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
-......4.1.1.1.101.11111111111. -7
THE LEDGER "AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY)
EFOR REM H F_ or Sale or Rent
FOR RENT: GARAGE APART
ment. Furnished for light. house
keeping. 1606 Farmer Ave. 60e-W
FOR RENT: UNIURNISHE'D
apartment with private bath. Right
price to the right party. Close in
315 North Fourth St. d291:1
FOR RENT: DOWNSTAIRS 3
room furnished apartment. Private
Near garment factory arid hosiery
mill. Call 388-J days, 1ti25 nights.
d29p
FOR RENT: 4 ROOM APART-
ment: Private bath and private
entrance. Heat, Light and water
furnished. Good location next door
to hospital in Jennings building
at 805 Poplar street. See Mrs.
Mabel Slum at Thoroughbred Grill
or at the residence or call Albert
Wallace at Cadiz, Ky. (TIC)
FOR RENT: FURNISHED GAR-
age apartment with water And
sewerage furnished. West i.Main
St. Call 564-J. (031P!
ni—KyricE
SINGER SEW:NG stACtil NE
representative in Mu: ray FOr
Sales, Service. Repair contact
Leon Hall, 1411 Pop ph3rie
1074-R. • Tec
SERVICES OFFERED
WELLS-WRATHER Por !fait and
Commercial. photograp`.y South
aide square. Murray. Phone 1439
or 1073. calk,
- 4
Garage Apartment. Four rooms
and bath. Utility room. 2 garages.
Electric heat. See owner 911 Syca-
more aftel 4:30 p.m Phone 659-M.
jlc
Parole Granted
D. C. STEPHENSON, "I am the
law" Ku Klux Klan leader of
Indiana in the 1920s, is sched-
uled for parole from Indiana
State prison, where he has
served more than '25 years on
conviction of murdering an In-
diana statehouse secretary. Ste-
phenson, under Life sentence, 13
shown when he was returned to
prison In 1950 after breaking
Parole, (international)
AUTO INSURANCE
LOW COST
Pay While You Drive
303 MAKI Street, Mimi,. 812
AUGUST F. WILSON, Agent
NANCY
illerray Ready Mix Co.
"Year Every Concrete Need"
['bone Mei 
.
WHAR'S
YORE
A- BBIE an' SLATS
Murray, Ky,
WE'RE TAKING A STEP-
'1-STEP RECORD OF THIS
SPECTACULAR PROJECT,
QROGGINS. NOW JUST
15RY LOOSE THAT
FIREPLACE BOARD
AND WE'LL
IMMORTALIZE
tT.';
•
YO" GOTTA WATCH
THESE CITY FOLK'...;
50Nfr— THEY'Ll-
TA KE ANYTI-11N.rr
4
GIVE IT A
VANd< , EM'?
WIIAT'S
IN
THAR?
By Al Capp
• •
1. 
THIS IS
CLEAN-UP
WEEK
Ore -29-
"OLD YOKUP1
NAIR SOAP!!'"
IT'S SO STRONG,
IT GOTTA EuL
SLAPPED DOWN,
'N' T,I-1E.N
tor,
0
By arnica Bushmillee
H5 LL TAKE TH.
BACKBONE OUTA YORE
HAI Ft, SO'S IT'LL
LIE NICE AN'
FLAT, FO'
TH' WL DDI N.!!
•
Er Raeburn Van Buren
Ox.,9015- SENO
THE PRINTS TO THE
DREAM HOUSE
MAGAZINE.'
WONDER
WHAT THAT JUNK
IS LAVIN'
THERE
1401" ft
47 2f.
lake &V
TOUCH THAT "JUNK "
POP AND THE COURSE
OF YOUR WHOLE LIFE
WILL BE CHANGED::
•
t.
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tHE LEDGER & TIMES '
UBLISMILD BY '1.16KR a TIMIS rtnIMISHING t'OMPAN Lei
intolidatian of n Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tuna* and ri- •
Ines-Herald Octet..., . at, 1928. and the Wert Eenteektiall JanaNal
:042.
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
entered at the Poet Office. Murray. Kentucky. for traeaniaalee as
Second Claas Manse
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WHAT'S RIGHT WITH THE WORLD?
The usual wee}-end news •'balance sheet" issued by
United Press consists of a half
-dozen pieces of domestic
and world news which indicate prospects for the future
are bright, and an equal number of pieces of "bad news"
.which indicate there may be trouble ahead.
The report filed last Friday carried "good news"
only, an explanation accompansing it saying it was so
overwhelming in nature that the mention of "bad news"
on Christmas was not necessary.
The biggest week-end news was, of course, the 1.954th
anniversary of the Birth of the Savior of Mankind, then
the mention of the fact that "peace, on earth good will
to men" was an accomplished fact so far as organized
violence is concerned.
For instance: for-the first time since 1935 there was
Hut a shot being fired in any war, or border clash, in
the world. And for the first time in a still longer period
there wasn't a picket line in existence in the United
States. .
The report said nothing about the weather, but if
there ever was a day when it seemed God Was smiling
on this old sinful world; it was Christmas. 1954, and the
Sabbath Day that followed.
There were too many accidents over the week-end
holiday, too many automobile wrecks, and too much in-
temperance, both as regards eating and driaing. But
undoubtedly the greatest "hang-over" in history this
morning was rn.11,41
tiehearts-fta1
and love.
Most large families experienced trying ordeals in the
weeks and days that led up to Christmas. Many had ill-
ness and death separated loved ones. Some were thinking
of the terrible battles of World War Two that Were rag-
ing Christmas week of 1944 that brought injury and
death to so many of our loved ones.
But in the rush of Christmas preparations beginning
last Monday most of us knew that Christmas 1954 %vas
going to be something unusual And none of us was dis-
appointed.
To say there was no suffering, no grief and no trouble
this Chriqmas would be stating an untruth. There will
always he tragedies and poverty. But there is no ques-
tion but what a greater effort was made this year to
relieve them.
The late Peter Marshall. Washington minister, said
it was impossible to commercialize Christmas unless a
person did it himself. He sejoiced in the annual shopping
spree. He thought it carried out the real spirit of Christ-
mas. Undoubtedly he would be pleased over business
reports corning in over the wires today indicating the
1954 Chrismas shopping season was the best in history,
despite apprehensions of a few weeks ago.
As the Year draws to a close we are also told farmers
sojoyed the fifth most prosperous year in history. des-
pite drouth. flood ahd late spring frost. This isn't a ban-
ner, year, but farmers have had somethipg like 180
crops worst than the one this yetir, and only four that
were better.
We could continue to elaborate on year-end news but
it %%ill be amply covered in our news columns, both as
regards naternal and world happenings, and purel,.
the local city and county level.
As we read these reports why not try to lay our plans
for the future with the hope that peace and prosperity
will be our lot? "What's right with the world" justified
United Press to eliminate the Christmas week "bad
news." We can eliminate it every week if each of us
will du his part.
Read Today's Classifieds
Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK - rhe old gen?
w th the beard is hobbling the lar•
few yards in the relay race of
the century today and before the
champing cherub takes over the
baton there are a few tritium Fear-
less Fraley would like to suggest
he does in h., canter around the
calendar
Sports on the whole can thank
the abdicating graybeard for
fine perform.anca Yet. as far A.
old Fearless is concerred. there
still is quite a lot of room for
improvement.
Nobody made me omnisclent.
but here's some of the things I'd
like to see through my °a-clouded
periscope
Boxing
A real all-out cieanup to get rid
of the gangsters and racket guys
who make mitt mmionettes out a'
7S per cent of the fighters in ac-
tion. A federal invesegaenn surely
seems in order
A universal or at
tional, scoring system
the fact that because
most fight shows now
ft..M coast to coast
least a its-
in view of
of teleelsion
confuse fait=
College Basketball
A fervent hop. that the gum-
adopts a possession time lima
such as pro basketball's 7k
-second
rule. so that the deadening habit
of stalling and freezing is ebre
inated
Baseball
That it devises some method to
speed up the games because the
ati.letes look terrible stoth those
di.uble-header beards
-Cself
A prayer that it speed up :he
tiVESTXXIK
ST LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK
YARDIs V -Livestock
Cattle 8180 Calves MO Steen
numbering about 40 loads making
up a liberal pert of the cattle of-
ferings Heifers and mixed ever-
lines in moderate numbers and
cows continuing in modest volume
at about 18 per cent Relauvely
I.ttle done on steers Demand mod-
estly active however A few good
• and choice V ti. 26 heifers and
xed yearling, ripening about
steady Cows Acute strong to 50
cents higher Utility anti cornmer-
c:al 1080 to 13. canner, end cutters
8 to 1010. few light canners below
6 bulls 50 cents hasher Uttliiy
and commercial 12 to 14. canners
and cutters 9 to 11.94. vealers in
rn.,11 supply and $1 higher Prime
to 32. good and choice 23 to
Commercial and low good 14 to
22
Sheep 2,900 Supplies include
:bout 8 decks clipped lamos Bal-
a n cs r110,1 a ooled lambs Few
slaughter eees trading not estab-
lished
Hng• 8.300 Aelive %eight. 210
lbs doe n 25 to SO tents higher
Hess ier weights SO to 75 cert.'
,hIgher. sows SO cents higher .Bulk
choice 1410 to 210 lbs 18* to 11.23.
largely 19 up; with 19 23 paid most-
ly for uniform 170 to 200 lba, also
=sane above .210 lbs. most 210 la
240 lbe 11425 to 19 few dew' -
111. 240 to 270 lbs 17 to 1025.
,to 323 lbs 16 to 1723, sows so
lbs down 13 25 to 1573. heavier
&too' 13 50 to 15. boars 10.30 to 13
1NOTICE
While our shop is closed for inventory, our
sales department will be open and we will
have our Mr. Charles Cochran located on our
used car lot, on North 7th Street directly be-
hind Kroger's.
• Remember Our Clearance Sale Is Still Going On
11urray Motors Inc.
605 West Main Murray, Ky.
S.
Dr Hama 61. Dan Tiptoe. Is..
fttriner Interne at the '411e1upards'
bateplhal. pakt De Haim OSP II
Tem deep steeper." Sad that
A. weed ba enteL the sinieeked
pr,m1 door etf hIlrisanite tato at
night •ncl ahnti( tor him. in
Wive him examine X.rat Alma
game. one method of which would
be to ban examination of the gray
roots before putting
Halt preferential treatment of a
few stars, who thus always get
the finest playing times and gal-
lery protection Draw all the start-
ing times out of a hat and thu=
sloe the young guys a Creak. too
because they'll be the stars of the
future
Start a tuitional tournament for
club pros. limited to those wh 2
don't compete in more than three
events a year
Coliere Football
Organization of an eastern con-
ference, In addition to the mean -
nothing Ivy League which would.
putorae a. little life in a nearly deadh
trennta
Quit treating the customers Ilk.
pariahs My corpuscles fry when
I hear some overbear:tie ("col
admonish the gallery as If the
spectators were' servants looking
over the beck fence
.0ellege Spinets
Lem adolugumg , for athletic car-
cellence, and leas mud slinging at)
around
Sparkh Desenit
Shorten up those seasons Enough
is enough
Sob Williams To
Return To Bears
CHICAGO ir Quarterback
Bob 'Williams s..n,) mack- the
"All Navy' team for the pas*
two seasons. %eta return to the
Chicago Sawn for the 1953 Nation-
al "Football League campaign. "
was announced today
Simultaneously the club will lome
rookie signal cellar Seer Brataw-
the injuttel
this zall to fulmar% service
winiams, formerly of Notre
Dame. was expected to receive Mr
discharge next month while Bre-
tk.swak. sues due to enter service
at the same time Will 91171b a LIP
was rammed "mast valuable" play-
er in the Navy this year with
Itainbridge Naval Tramina Station
Other Bears expected to retort-
from mritary service for the 103'
season are end Jack Hoffman an
Iwo reokte back*. Risk Cesare, er
Florida and Joe Fortunato of Ilia-
&maim:a State
Gasoline Tax In
State Greater Than
Calloway Assessment
SOS
as
first
for aithree
AUTO'. LIFE • FIRE
,th Stoic Fara. bus nitric&
Wayne Wilson
Pe•ple. San*. Belt
Call 221
WATSkike
CAMERON $200.00
Also 4100 to 2475
lidding Ring $12.50
Farches
JEWELRY STORE
411A St rho*. 193-i
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
keuiaped With Oxygen
311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
-TM FRIENDLY IFNI:RAI. n611f. '
Motorists of Kentucky will pay
an amount in state gasoline taxes
alone this year equal to more than
Tirs times the total manned valua-
tion of Calloway County. nes
forecast was made today by E. 'I'
Winchester. Ashland 0i/ & Ret
Co. murras, chairman of the Cal-
loway County Petroleum Indus-
tries Committee. He said that -sett^
gas tax revenue will probably
amount to approximately $47 mil-
lion for 1954. an inciatise of onc
million dollars over 1953 Evert
year since 1043 Kentucky's receipts
from this tax nave increased and
this year promises to be no excep
tion.
"Iidw much is 947 million?" he
asked
"We can get an Idea we
compare It with the total assessed
valuation of all real. personal aro.
public 114tryite property-- in Can.- F rench Premier
easy County, which amounts to
only 9111,113.832," Tv inv hester To Get Assist
continued.
"Slate gasoline tax rates vary
from state to State," Mr. Winches-
ter added. "Kentucky's 7-cent rata
is not exceeded by any other state
in the country. On the other hand.
41 states have a lower rate than
we do Several have rates of only
8c and 4c per gallon. among them
our neighbors, Missouri aed
Indiana.",
YOU* THRIFTY NW WILL nem . . .
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STOCK YOUR
'Una AT
THIS LOW PRICE
SUPER SIGHT—FAUN
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ST. PAUL, Minn ile - French
Premier Pierre Mendes-France is
going to get an assist from ?same.
sota's dairy princess in his cam-
paign to discourage wine drinking
among his countrymen.
The Princess, Eleanor Maley,
will fly to Pens Sunday and pre-
sent the non-wine-drinking Pre-
mier with 48 quarts of milk -
one from each of the shies.
LB.
s
29c ci
lettp45t Ground Beef 3 LBS
Sr) *"OCIODla SP
45.94
$100
ml at. la LOB AVG.
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Dill Pickles
4101,011‘"• $6,0415.0,11
CALIFORNIA PASCAL .
Cele IUM10ry 24 SIZE
PotatoesIDAWO
Tomatoes rairia
Celo Carrots
Yellow Onions
Rudabagas
25'
STALK 2 1 (4
s so i
$1 21 A iO SAG
PLASTIC
SITLZ La. 25') TOSE
EVER READY
KOEIHER STYLE ---------
Apple Sauce 2i:A°4z$294
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Giikraut
IOWA CASA'S STILE
Urn warm on GOLDER
Batter BUM RIOCTOOLD
Swam. Toilet Tissue
GEI GET
Pop Corn oa asahict
Belle Meade Crackers
OT.
JAB
59'
25'
2 cello bags 29c
3 lb. bag 25c
lb. Sc19c
19 OZ OC
CAN
"cf: 10'
  'C'Acr". Or
  4 
SeLL2 49c
C ELLIILO L.
1 lb. pkg. 25c
SANE PARKER
RFC
29' Cherry Pie4 9 rVALUE
s-oz. 104
CAI II
4orthern Tissueer=q__ 3 liaLLS 254
Cat Rite Wax Paper ______ _ Torir 27
Gold Seal Glass Wax  594
Waxtex Wax Paper eaO14 .lIse irr. 114
Dial Soap a* T" I Rag nar tree f) tE km 37dSIZE - -
Hy Power Towles
Dila! Soap 'TIE'
Paul Dog Food 
35<
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All 391
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FOR SALE
FOR SNLE : SMALL HOUSE
trailer. Fully furnished. Has plenty
, built-ins. Price dat a bargain. Carl
I C. Alexander, Dexter, icy. d20n
FOR SALE: z• 1947 PONTIACS,
one 1949 Nash, one 41947 Stude-
baker, one 1941 Feet. all these
cars are equipped with ilictio and
Mi•M
heater with the exception of '41
Ford. Good cheap transportation
See at Roberts Grocery. (D31C1
-- •
—
CLEARANCE SALF: BOYS JACK-
ets, 1-3 and 1-2 off; Girls coats
1-3 off; One Wale jeans, 91.00:
Girls plastic jackets, 1-2 price•
Skirts, 1-3 and 1-2 off: Dresses,
1-3 off; Hats and caps, $100 eel
$2.00; Robes, 1-2 pile. Love's
Children Shop.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-4,1uckaailn
4—Obstruct.,
S—Animal
enclosure
a—Tierra del
Fuegan Indian
1$—Landed
14—Egg .shaped
15—Yellow okher
18—neath rattle
IT—Narrate
if—Gin' natal
10—Caudle
12—Scor h
23
—Residencts
54—Es in
27—Wolfhound
111—Sol1 ad animal
31—Putt red
84—Embrace
36—Suee ea of
dog000d
ilt—teest v.
37—Writing
iii plment
34— Send toreclowa
stone.
410—Knocks
44-80PD1, toed
46—Hard, opaque
element .
47—Imitated
49—Allowano• for
waste
St—Aoslo-Saaoa
money
67—Learning
53—Protecting
Influenc•
54—Setne
65—Auxiliary verb44
—Com01unla La
47—Worm
DOW N
1—Sin for
Portrait
1.111•VI•P 0. Vostsreses Paid,
0
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POT
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I 2 3 V 5 7 *7 id
of 3 /4
If 0 t7
,s 03 (7
11 21 7
-/1
te 15 16
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St 33
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1,7 e, 42 41
irrrj"
r,
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14 5t-d1 53
til
Gralibtaa las
3—Infirm
3—Kind of 111w
4—Mend with
cot ton
It— Wing
41—Prigilab poift
7—Vapor
8—Sheepfold
8—Mean
10—Femalts
(colloo4
M e3 0 ur•
13—W11ne out
2I—Part of
flower
23—Possessed
25—Things, In laW
-b—Bitter vetch
IS—Dorm 00I
30—Angry
31—nude
17—Employ
31—flenton•
34—Pormer
President's
nickname
$4—A utomotill•
storage place
3x—Man's name
41—Make amends
12—Peels
43—Narrow, flat
Anards
45—A rahlan
seaport
4t—Army meal
47—Prleat's
vestment
41I—A mericas
rootlet/1st
Se—lers•
Shop & Save Store
"The Store With More For Less"
119 So. 4th St. Telephoae 1925
CoprIght. 111.7.1, b ;eerfe avulses. Key L var.
Dxf au1x4 by b., res, rn sl
svmorsea -
While. phoionr•pnins • hawk micra.
bon in the mountains of Wi:i V,: -
ionic ace professional iensnia% C114.1.0
illation, learns that lame une is nvithz
is 01410 • stave sof tart Ion Of lora4
same laws. He explores the ledge
I where he has seen an eagie In flight
and cornea upon • decadent mansion
sow @crowfeet ny one Anson Metcalf
and Ida stater. Dann, both expert fal-
coners. As Gratin aptoow hes die rwo-
lence, he is greeted by lovely young
Dens who manages to seer in tiny /.
W 11 lutli dog, guarding tbe blare. She
lento es the Intruders reference to
eagles. diverting him by exhibiting her
)
pet hawk, 'lluirliertsoy." • wicked
f looking fellow who meekly obeys thr
1 girl*, commands Dana speaks of her
fatter who long •go had left this
i %wise end of het hope of one day
- 1 raving here to loin him.
CHAPTER TEN
• I SHOT a couple of pictures of
Butcher Boy while he was worry-
ing at on the ground. Dana moved
over 'and picked him up, letting
him retain his grasp on the lure.
"What's that he's eating ?" I
asked.
"Meat tied to the sire," '
"Why is that?"
"It teaches him to kill," she ;mid
Butcher Boy looked as If he en-
his class work.
"I'm beginning to see a use for
4those white rabbits you have back
Lliera Am I right?"
She veent on watching the hawk
without answering me.
"If you're ashamed of It, why do
you do it?" I asked.
Her chin came up and her pale
e)es flared. "It we furnish targets
or training were saving other
game, aren't tve 7" She was breath-
ing .faster.
"Yea. If you've got to have
targets."
"Our hawks take no more game
than If they were flying wild," she
sald. "You sound like one of those
Conservation Commission peopie."
"Hawks plural? How many do
you have?"
Her voice dropped but it seemed
to be an effort "We've had differ-
ent ones. Peregrines—" she
stroked Butcher Boy—"aren't suit-
ed to this country but Brother
keeps on trying. The goshawk we
had was better but Mother says
they're for peasants. The one we
had was a manic - depressi-e,
Brother said."
I wondered how much those two
had had in common but she seemed
talkative so I let her talk.
-
They're hard to get. Butcher
Boy was an eyas."
"That probably means some-
thing." I said.
"Brother bought him from a
an who took limo from the nest."
' "You don't have an eagle?" I
drove it in bluntly.
"People see wild eagles and be-
menieel we have hnwks they blame
them on us." She was looking at
me too steadily.
-Blame them?"
"The Conservation men think
every hawk belongs to us. One of
them shot a peregrine for us."
"I'm not talking about pere-
grines," I said. "I saw an eagle
land near here."
Her eyes didn't move from mine.
"I never anew I could hate any-
thing so much," I said.
"Hawks balance nature." She
seemed -to be reciting.
•'I can't get enthusiastic about
nature's balance when I see an
eagle cut a setter puppy Into boot
laces--especially when I have to
look at the face of the boy who
worshipped her."
In the distance a bell began to
FOR SALE: 25 rr. HOLNE
trailer, completely furnished. $750
1605 Hamilton Ave. Phone 1629
J. C. Sensing. (1331P)
Help Wanted
*ANTED: .FOR STENOGRAPHIC
and general office work. Apply by
letter giving experience and quali-
fIcatiotis. Murray HoseTy Mills
d29e
WANTED SA LESMAN : FOR
Jackson Purchase. Selling Tangi-
bles. Must have car. Apply, in per-
son, 308 Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky. (D110C)
WANTBID: MAN WITH CAR FOR
route work. Permanent work be
appointment. Must be dependable
Average $70 per week to start.
Write Box 32-C. (J11P)
Murray Hospital
Monday's complete record follows:
Census 20
Patients Admitted 3
Patients Dismissed 2
New Citizens 1
- '
Patients admitted from Wednes-
day noon to Monday 3:00 p. m.
Mrs. Hugh Frank Miller, Lynn
Grove: Mrs. Nuvie Adams, Rt. 3,
Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs. C. 'B. Gar-
rison, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Edgar
Smith and baby boy, Murray;
Mrs. Carl Barrow and baby girl,
Puryear, 'Tenn.; Mrs. Clifford
Hughes and baby boy. 104 F..
Poplar, Murray; Mr. Bill ' Geurin,
Rt. 6, Murray; Mr. Jack M. Co-
hoOn, Rt. 6, Murray; Miss Leah
Dell . Hopkins, 1011 Olive St.,
Murray; Mrs. Curtis Darnell, Rt.
6, Benton, Mrs. Winiford Jackson,
Callowax Ave.. Murray; Mrs. Paul
Evans and baby girl, Murray;
Mr. Earl Sensing, 214 No. 13th. St..
Murray: Mrs. Louis Carr and baby
boy, 'Hazel; Mr. Tomm,y Teague,
1 t4t.d16i Box ;91..P.atia. Tenn.: Mrs.
;James Thomas Brannon, Rt. 3.
I Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Lloyd Sills,
114 6, Murray:- Mrs. Brent Lanes-h ' -1toirvHox 258, Hazel; Mrs. RobertS tad, Hardin: Mrs. ames
Wi 'am Roach. .Rt. R, • Berton:
It;frs, Billy Yates and baby girl,
. 1, Benton. --
•-;
•
vs alked to‘sard the center of ,he
village. •
I was looking for thlt cenirthoilse
but On one of the tree-lined streets
something .protrueling ppm ft-he
corner of the buildfng stopped me.
The architecture itself was early
Saratoga Resort, with a high cast-
Iron verandah across the front, the
floor about level with your eyes.
It was still a hotel byt it had
slipped into the strictly commer-
cial category. What made me
pause on to. sidewalk was one of
those red and white striped cylin-
ders with a ball cap and base yot
useerto see outside of barber shops
This one was the elaborate kind
,,that revolved inside a glass shell.
It didn't look as though it had done
any revolving recently.
toll. The barber shop was In a half
"I have to go now," she said basement reached by steps under
"That's Cricket calling me." the hotel verandah. I went down.
• • •
A bell pinged twice as I pulled
up to the tanks of a garage on
the edge of Fairfax Springs. A thin
boy in a cap and dun coveralls
came away Bunn a knot of people
around a car in the shop and be-
gan to wipe niy wtridshield.
"Fill it, please."
"Yes, sir." As he walked to the
tank he let his eyes slide Over the
Jaguar as II It were a girl in
shorts. "Nice )ob you got."
"It runs."
"See what they brought us over
there in the shop?"
It was • dark green Cadillac
convertible with its rear end still
hanging from the tow truck. I
knew -it was a dark green Cadillac
because the gold V was still intact
and there Were a few places where
the mud didn't cover the finish.
The convertible part I arrived at
because no other kind of top could
have caved in so completely.
"What happened?" I asked.
"State Police found It in the Po-
tomac this morning. Went off a
back road up there on one of
those nigh points. They had a
time gettin' at out."
"Where the funeral 7"
-They ain't found him yet.
They're still looktn' in the river."
"From the conditiptr of that car,
he didn't swim away. How much?"
He gave me nt'St, change and
worked a little more on my wind-
shield.
"Where will I find the game
warden 7" I asked.
"Conservation officer? lie's III
the courthouse If he ain4 out in
the woods. Did he git you for
something 7"
I said no and moved off.
I went to the inn and changed
clothes. After a very nice lunch,
I left the Jag in the driveway and
Maybe it was crazy but sometimes
I've had hunches that paid oft.
The place looked very large,
without lights, and deserted. There
was an octagonal marble pedestal
with four basins and goose-neck
faucets In the center of the tiled
flour. A mirror covered the left
side of the room above a marble
shell with the usual bottles
grouped in front of each of six
golden oak barber chairs. There
was a row of oak armchairs under
another mirror on the right wall
with clusters of tyre-shaped coat
hooks above. It all looked like
some pretentious ruin after a de-
cline from better days. I decided
everyone had gone to a fire. As I
turned to leave, a voice reached
for me from somewhere in the
gloom.
"You're next. suh. The first
chair by the window." It was the
slowest voles that ever spoke.
Something climbed down out of
a high-backed bootblack chair and'
fahoriously clicked a switch. A
row of morning-glory-shaped lights
bloomed in pairs along both walls
and I saw a little colored man In
a gray linen coat who looked like
the male counterpart of Criciert.
lie was holding an unfolded paper
with part ot a sandwich in it and
a nalf-full bottle of chocolate milk
that he started to set on the shoe
shine chair he'd been in.
"Finish your lunch," I said, "I'll
look around."
A battery of pigeonhole com-
partments covered the wall to the
left of him at the far end of the
shop. I walked over. Nearly all of
them were occupied by elaborate-
ly decorated shaving mugs in
monogrammed and floral designs:I
estimated better than sixty, Com-
plete with shaving brushes.
(To Re C'ontinaett)
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY)
WANT
ETOR REKS
FOR RENT: GARAGE :APART
ment. Furnished for light' house
keeping, 1606 Farmer Ave. 609-W
tJ1C)
FOR RENT: UNIURNISH
apartment with private bath. Right
price to the right party. Close in
315 North Fourth St. d29P
FOR RENT: DOWNSTAIRS 3
room furnished apartment. Private
Near garment factory and hosiery
mill. Call 3884 dys. 1625 nights.
d29p
FOR RENT: 4 ROOM APART-
ment: Private bath and privato
entrance. Heat, light and water
furnished. Good location next door
to hospital in Jennings building
at 805 Poplar street. See Mrs.
Mabel Slum at Thoroughbred Grill
or at the residence or call Albert
Wallace at Cadiz, Ky. aro
FOR RENT: FURNISHED GAR-
age apartment with water and
sewerage furetshed. West Main
St. Call 584-J. (D31P)
NOTICE
SINGER SW;Nra vlACHINE
representative in Mu:ray For
Sales, Service. Repair contact
Leon Hall, 1411 Popaa phJne
1074-R. Tilt
SERVICES OFFERED
WELLS-WRATHER Poz trait arid
L•Nammercial photograp`.)- South
lade square. Murray. Phone 1439
or 1073. d30c.
NANCY
Tiv i4HAYR.r.r
/
'YORE 
.• 
• ...
/-.BEIIE an' SLATS
For F)ale or Rent
Garage Apartment. Four rooms
and bath. Utility room. 2 garages.
Electric heat. See owner 911 Syca-
moreaftel 4:30 p.m Phone 659-M.
jtc
Parole Granted
D. C. STEPHENSON, "1 arts the
lew" Ku Klux Klan leader of
Indiana in the 1920s, is sched-
uled for parole from Indiana
State prison, where he has
served more than 25 years on
conviction of murdering an In-
diana statehouse secretary, Ste-
phenson, under Life sentence, Is
shown when he was returned to
prison In 1950 after breaking
Parole, (international)
f 
t
Ai.rrd INSURANCE
LOW COST
Pay While You Drive
303 Main Street, Plum,. KV
AUGUST F. WILbON, Agent
a • lielirray Ready Mix Co.
"Your Every Concrete Need"
Maas 1226 Murrry, Xi
WE'RE TAKING A STEP-
BY-STEP RECORD OF THIS
SPECTACULAR PROJECT,
qROGGINS. NOW JUST
PRY LOOSE THAT
FIREPLACE BOARD
AND WE'LL
IMMORTALIZE
e
..rm./.11••=1.11Mmillin
'
PAGE THREE
Have You Read Today's Classifieds
ci
CLEARANCE
SALE
Yes folks, we want to clear our lot to
make room for more Trade-Ins on
All New 1955 Fords
. If You Don't Take Advantage Of These
Bargains You Are Missing An Opportunity
Why drive that old car through the Christmas Holidays?
See These Bargains Today — — —
* We Are Bound To Have a Car To Suit You.
We have the lowest finance rate in town and we have the
finance plan that makes your payments for you if you
get sick.
Why Worry? Drive a Better Used Car
TODAY!
MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
• •
YO GO r TA WATCH
THESE CITY FOLI<S,
TAKE ANYTHINf Cif?'
4, Px. CO 
—MI now..
<, It. by WAN 
WI 1AT S
• IN
• THAR?
GIVE IT A
YANK, EH
• •
THIS IS
CLEAN-UP
WEEK
Pee -29-
"OLD YOKUM
HAIR SOAP!!'"
I ['S $O STRONG
IT GOTTA 131:
SLAPPED DOWN,
NOW 'N'THEN','
By Al Capp
By &nil Bushmillaa
EL TAKE. TI-I'
BACKBONE OUTA YORE-
HAIR,SO'S IT'LL
k LIE NICE AN'
TIP FLAT, FO'
TH' WLDDINr
Iv Raeburn Van Bums)
K , BOYS-SEND
THE PRINTS TO THE
DREAM HOUSE
MAGAZINE,
'MUCH THAT "JUNK ''
PCP AND THE COURSE
OF YOUR WHOLE LIFE
WILL BE CHANGED:: t_
"St
1•••
•
414b
1'g* Four TIM firD(irit ANT) VIM, MURRAY, KJITITTTMET
•
i
tirrt)- gr5r)A-1-, nr.cr.mr.r.R 29, 195 4:
WOMEN'S PAGE Club News Activities
0 Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or ,1.150-W Weddings Locals
Yule Princess
pmwass ALEXANDRA, daagh-
ter of the Duchess of Kent, is
shown in London as she posed
for her 18th birthday portrait
photo Her birthday Is Dec. 25.
She %sirs a white embroidered
muslin gown. (intense:weal)
,Informal Dinner Is
'Held In Honor Of
llr. & Mrs. Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brooks
were delightfully entertained with
an informal dinner party on Thur-
day evening. December 23. at the
home of Mrs. Glyco Wits.
Hosts for the occasion were Mr.
end Mrs. Gene Wells. Mrs. Glyco
Wells and Mrs. Ivan Futrell.
The honored couple was pre-
sented with a linen gift by the
hosts. Mrs. Brooks is the former
Miss Sara Ruth Calhoun
For the event the house was
beautifully decorated in the Christ-
mas theme. The tibles were cen-
tered with lovely arrangements of
driftwood decorated in the Crir:st-
MIS theme. The dinner was served
buffet style.
Following the dinner the group
played games and sang Cheistmas
carols
Those attendimt were Mr and
Mrs. Robert Ray Buckingham. Mr.
and Mrs. John Warner. Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lee Hopkins. Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Hendon. Mr. and Mrs.
J e Scarborough., Mr and Mrs
J.rn Solomon. Mr. and ,Mrs. Brooks
1.•ai the hosts.
1 Wedding Trousseau
Stolen By Man
CHIGAGO -- A h indsome
young man entered a dresS store
Monday and asked Mrs Celia
Fr.edirin to help him select
t-ousseau for his "gorge,as- fian-
cee.
As Mrs Friedkin. 38. careful:\
Wrapps-d a coat. three dresses ane
some dainty lingerie 'he Youn:
man told her of his plans for s
-beautiful, candle light' • marriage
Then he pulled out a gun and
es...ped with thc RAO trousseau.
NOTICE
Our service department will close for the year
on next Wednesday evening at 5:00 p.m.
We will be locked in on Thursday and Friday
taking inventory and we respectfully request
that you delay your visit or call until next Mon-
day. January 3.
May we express our deepest appreciation for
your confidence in us and for your patronage
during this past year.
May We Serve You Again In 1955 
Our parts and service department will rpen
January 3 for the finest in guaranteed automo-
tive service, see our friendly service manager,
Pat Watkins.
Hurray Motors Inc.
605 West Main Murray, Ky.
•
• • • ••(#• 141 .
Attend The
BIG MIDNIGHT SHOW
NEW YEAR'S EVE •
BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW
and avoid standing in line
IT RIPS THE CITY'S SIN-WORLD WIDE OPEN?
1:714 THE 11110MAN
' 4 S 
'• 'JUNGL( - 
'
GARY MERRILL W J
.
L
.
L
..
DOORS WILL OPEN 11:00
VARSITY
Mrs. Glyeo
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Warner Of
Columbus, Ohio are the guests of
their parents. Dr. and Mrs. C. G.
Warner and Mr. and Mrs. R. C
Parker. They both attend Ohio
State University.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee Hop-
kins of Louisville are the guests
of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Hopkins.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hendon of
Louisville ate spending the holi-
days with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Carnie Hendon.
• • •
Gin gles Home Scene
01 North Murray
Homemakers heel
Mrs. Fred Grneles ooened her
nome on Farmer Avenue for the
Deeemler meeting of the North
Merray Homemakers Cub which
was preceded by a potluck lunch-
eon held at one o'clock in the
afternoon on Friday, December 9.
The dining table was overlaid
with a red cloth. Lovely decora-
tions in the holiday motif were
used throughout the house.
Mrs. Bun Swann and Mrs. K.T.
Crawford presented the major pro-
ject lesson on the subject, -How
To Buy Dresses" Mrs. Carl King-
ins gave the gardening notes.
The devotion was read by Mrs
Zeffie Woods Mrs. B. J Hoffman
was in charge of the recreationli
period. Christmas carols were sung
by the group. Miss Rachel Row-
land announced that a Homemak-
ers Weight Control class would
begn soon Announcements con-
ierning Farm and Home week
were made.
Nineteen members were present
for the luncheon meeting
• • • •
Mrs. Noble Farris
Opens Rome For The
Lydian Class Meet
The lovely home of Mrs. Noble
Farris on Miller Avenue was the
scene of the Christrr^s dinner
meet.ng held by the Lydian Sun-
day School Class of the Fire
Baptist Church on Turroday eve-
ning. December 21.
M.,, Rebecca Tarry was the
guest speaker for :he evening In
her own charming.and interesting
manner she told the story entitled
-The Other Wise Man."
G.fts were exchanged by the
group The Anus, was magrOf•-
ciently decorated in the holiday
theme. A turkey dinner was ser-
ved
Present for the occasion were
thirty members and the guest.
SITRAWSERILIES PROMOTED
More than 700 farmers attended
strawberry meetings in 10 South-
ern Kentucky counties this fall.
according to UK Assoc County
Agent James K St cey of Pulasin
county. About 600 farmers are
already growing tstories All phases
of berry production were discus-
sed at the meetings, with empha-
sis being on mulching for winter
Most fields inspected w:re clean
and looked like they had been
given good -ate. Stacey 'aid.
VARSITY
THURSDAY ONLY
3sarring
Last Times Tonight
THE LAST TIME
I SAW PARIS
Mint Iii lat1011 VON A.1104`,
"h..* 17: 2114.0911:141C.0"151.666.1"
4•••••
YES! It's Littleton's
Annual
4,
*„.
et,Liji)
Year End
Clearance
Sale Starts Thursday Morning At 800 A.M.
All Ladies Winter
COATS
SUITS
1/2
 PRICE
All Ladies
BLOUSES
$1.98 Value .. $1.29
$2.98 Value $1.98
$3.98 Value  
 $2.98
Ladies Wool and Leatherette
JACKETS
1/2
 PRICE
Ladies Hats
$100 moo $300
Chenille Dusters
ON SALE AT $2.00
1 TABLE PIECE GOODS
Values to $1.95 NOW 49e
Table Woolen Piece Goods
SALE $1.49 yd.
TABLE 80 SQ. PRINTS
Sale 39e yd.
One Odd Lot
NYLON HOSE
49c
Foxcroft
SHEETS
81x108 -- $1.79 each
2 for $3.50
72x108 -- $1.69 each
2 for $3.30
One Table
DRAPERY
48" Wide
$1.00
Foxcroft
SHEETS
Fitted
Double Sheets $1.79
2 for $3 50
Twin Sheets $1.69
2 for $3.30
All Ladies Winter
DRESSES
1/2
 PRICE
All Ladies
SKIRTS
1/2
 PRICE
All Ladles
SWEATERS
1/3 OFF
House Coats
1/2
 
PRICE
LADIES SHOES
DRESS and CASUAL
$699 $499
$399 $2"
CHILDRENS' SHOES
5399 and $2" 
HOUSE SLIPPERS
$2" and $199
BOYS' SHIRTS
$1.29
and$1.98
One Lot
BOYS' JACKETS
14 to 20
Now $500
BOYS' PANTS
$1.98
to $4.98
One Lot
BOYS' JACKETS
iy3 OFF
Personals
Miss Nelle Walker of
spending the Christmas
with her sister Mrs. J.
land and family in
Georgia.
• • • •
Hazel is
holidays
R Cope-
Valdosta.,
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Lassiter
and d..tighteis of Cleburne. Texas,
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lassiter
and son. John Welk. of Lexington
have been the noLday guests o•
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lassiter. and other relatives and
friends.
• • • •
Mr and Mis. Joe Ben'on Carte.
and children. Mickey and Linda
of Paducah were the holiday
guests of their parents. Mr. and
Mrs J H Carter and Mrs. Wildy
Cope.
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Gene Wells and
son of Lexiegton are the holiday
guests of his parents. Mr. and
A New Hairdo
HERE'S IIKTAIPES Princess Mar-
garet velUi tier new hairdo ha
London_ She caused quits a stir
when she turned up at a movie
wearing the aleek, sophisticated
1s style instead of curia bunched
at ear Level. Onterworionall
Without Country
1WAWRATION arid Red CMOS
officials In Etoaton are attempt-
to unravel red tape so that
Mrs. Helena Spencer. German
war bride shown with her am
Edward. can avoid deportation.
She married Sgt. Edward J.
Spencer when she came to the
U. S. on a vintor's visa In 1962.
But she has been Informed she
will be deported unless atui geta
an Immigrant's visa from Ger-
many. However, she Ion ber
German cnisenelop when the
married. et ersatiosaJJ
Saved from Pills
MAXUS* ANDIFSVS, one of the
An4rews sisters who were split
last January when Patti quit
the act, Is shown with her
housekeeper, Vera Zeta, in Loa
Angeles after being released
from hospital It was the house-
keeper who found Masan, after
the singer, police asy.'ltook IS
sleeping pilla ifeterisatieruili
•
